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Hello darlings 

It is day 118 of Snippets of Encouragement, and today I would like to give you 

some unsolicited advice. It is this, follow your own inner advice, not that of other 

people. 

What a contradiction that might seem, but let me clarify. In the online world in 

which we now play, I often see people asking complete strangers for life advice. 

When I read these posts I wanna scream, “You silly tart! Listen to your own advice!” 

We each have an inner guidance 

system called intuition. We develop it 

through practice by creating a strong 

relationship to ourselves and learning 

to trust ourselves.  

Now to be clear, intuition is subjective 

and fallible, meaning it is in tune with 

your life and circumstances and is 

honed specifically for you. Yes, we 

can be intuitive about other people 

and their circumstances, but it is also 

true that we can intuitively feel very 

differently about the same situation. 

Intuition is also never wrong. We can 

also choose to tune out our intuition 

and this is when we might find ourselves writing in a Facebook group – should I 

leave my fiancé? He been locked up six year and promised he now be different 

but he come home and start beating my ass and I feel he ain’t no different from 

when he went in. Should I stay or should I go? … well now, why should I possibly 

waste my precious time on earth answering someone who already knows that 

answer but refuses to listen to their own inner advice.  

I recently extricated myself from a situation that was not bringing me joy. I had 

been working with people within my business and for many months, intuitively felt 

the relationship was wrong. Delivery of services was non-existent and I kept on 

hoping against hope. You know when your logical brain fights your intuition and 

you feel like a dazed and confused mess? That was me.  

When I analysed how I landed in that situation, I realised that I opened the door for 

it myself. I had seen how the people involved behaved online, I found it strange 

and off putting, and yet the praise of others swayed me, against my better 

judgement.  

I noticed a strange thing within myself over those months of working together. I 

never once asked the advice of others about what to do in that relationship. Sure, 

I bitched and moaned to my partner who kept asking me what the hell I was 
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doing. I shared my frustration with my coach and a close friend, but I never once 

asked for advice. 

I now realise that I already knew what needed doing, I just wasn’t willing to do it. 

That’s crazy right. However, we often get ourselves into those types of situations 

where we know but we refuse to act upon our inner knowing.  

I finally reached the point where I just was not willing to tolerate the bullshit 

anymore because I realised that I was adding to the illusion they had created for 

themselves so I got the hell out of dodge as fast as I could.  

To be honest I felt like I shed a huge weight and energetically I did, but more 

importantly, when I looked back over the past year I could see what I did. I asked 

for advice on service providers and never did sufficient due diligence. Huge lesson 

learnt for me in business, but also a personal reminder to always listen to my 

intuition and follow its guidance. 

I know I started saying I was giving you some unsolicited advice, but I'm sure you 

will agree… trust your own intuition it’s been with you since birth and is uniquely 

yours. The advice of others will pale in comparison if you just tune in, listen, and act 

accordingly.  

 If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


